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2013 National People's Congress Recap





Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao delivered the
government work report to the annual session of the
National People's Congress (NPC) at the Great Hall
of the People in Beijing March 5, 2013.

From 05-17 March, China held the 12th National People’s Congress (NPC) in Beijing during which
the country’s top leadership completed the official transfer of power to the new generation and
discussed national priorities for the year ahead. Xi Jinping and Li Keqiang officially succeeded the
outgoing President Hu Jintao and Premier Wen Jiabao, respectively, in the top positions.
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Progress in Past Five Years I

1

2

3

China‘s GDP increased from 26.6 trillion yuan to 51.9 trillion yuan, now the world’ s
second most, by an average annual growth of 9.3 percent.
Government revenue went up from 5.1 trillion yuan to 11.7 trillion yuan.
The per capita disposable income of urban residents rose by 8.8 percent annually, and
the per capita net income of rural residents rose by 9.9 percent.

4 Energy consumption per unit of GDP fell by 17.2 percent.

5

Total chemical oxygen demand, a key index for
water quality, fell by 15.7 percent.

Energy consumption

Key index
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Progress in Past Five Years II

6

Total sulfur dioxide emissions fell by 17.5 percent.

7

The government spending on education totaled 7.79 trillion yuan over the past five
years and increased annually by 21.58 percent to reach 4 percent of GDP in 2012.

8

The basic old-age insurance system now covers both urban and rural residents, with
a total of 790 million people joining various old-age insurance schemes.

9

A basic medical insurance system that covers the whole population is taking shape,
and over 1.3 billion people are now covered by different medical insurance schemes.

10

The average life expectancy reached 75 years.
Medical insurance system
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Key index

Major Targets for 2013

Indicators

2013 Target

2012
Target

Actual

GDP Growth

7.5

7.5

7.8

CPI Increase

3.5

4

2.6

Fixed asset investment

18

16

20.3

14.5

14

14.3

Trade Growth

8

10

6.2

M2

13

14

13.8

Unemployment Rate

4.6

4.6

4.1

Non-financial outward direct
investment

15

-

28.6

Retail Sales
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China Economic Outlook 2013

A m o d e st rec ove r y: T he

N o n ew st i m u l u s : T he

USDCNY to remain

growth drivers in

2013E will

current supportive policies,

range-bounded between

include the continued strong

including the easing of credit

6.2~6.4: Depending on the

infrastructure investment, a

conditions and increase in

market and political

modest recovery in property

infrastructure investment, will

pressure on the CNY,

construction, the stabilization in

continue

USDCNY fixing largely

in

2013.

exports, and the end of the de-

within the 6.2~6.4 range in

s t o c k i n g i n t h e e c o n o m y.

the next year, but with
increased volatility.

Infrastructure and
property hold the key:
Infrastructure investment,
especially urban and rail
transport, to be supported
by the recent increase in
f i n a n c i n g an d by t h e
continued urbanization
p u s h i n 2 0 1 3 .

Inflation returns on another
f o o d c yc l e : F o o d p r i c es
continue to dominate China’s
inflation cycle. The disinflation
of CPI in the past year has
been largely driven by falling
food prices, due to the
unwinding of the hog cycle and
favourable weather conditions.

Watch the development in
shadow banking: One potential
risk in the next year is shadow
banking,
which
has
been
developing rapidly in light of ample
liquidity and tighter supervision on
bank lending.
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GDP Growth

Macro Policies

Inflation

Property/Construction

Investment

1

GDP Growth



We project GDP growth to recover
modestly from 7.6% in 2012E to 8% in
2013E, reflecting the improved external
outlook and domestic demand.



Strong infrastructure investment,
recovery in property construction and the
end of destocking will be the main
domestic drivers of growth.



The downside risk will mainly come from
weaker global economy or deterioration
in the property sector. The upside risk
may come from stronger global recovery
or strong investment impulse by local
governments.
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2

Macro Policies



We expect the government to target a 77.5% GDP growth rate, with a 13-14%
M2 growth rate. We expect no new
stimulus.



The current easier monetary and credit
conditions should last, supporting
infrastructure investment and property
recovery. Policy may be “fine-tuned” in
H2 2013, with credit growth slowing and
rates hiked.



We expect an expansion of the VAT
reform and the health care insurance
and pension coverage, and progress in
resource and energy price reform.
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3

Inflation



CPI inflation will rebound from 2.7% in
2012E to 3.5% in 2013E, largely driven
by the return of food inflation.



Producer prices should also recover
modestly, helped by stabilizing and
recovering commodities prices due to
global monetary easing and improved
end demand.



In the longer term, inflation may stay
elevated at 4-5% as structural factors
come to play and relative prices are
adjusted.
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Property/construction
We expect the government to maintain the
existing policy measures on commodity
housing in 2013, with home purchase and
second mortgage restrictions remaining in
place.
We expect the government to target a lower
social housing new starts in 2013, but
ongoing construction should still rise, albeit
at a slower pace.
We forecast a modest recovery in property
construction in 2013, helped by sustained
recovery in commodity housing sales and
social housing construction.
Over the medium term, implementing policies
to avoid a property-led crash or a big
property bubble will remain a big challenge.
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Investment



We forecast a stable fixed capital
formation growth in 2013, though
nominal FAI growth may pick up from
22% to around 24%, on recovering
upstream prices and land transaction.



We expect property investment to
recover modestly, and infrastructure
investment to hold strong, on the back
of policy support and easier credit
conditions.



Manufacturing investment is likely to
remain lackluster, as the corporate
sector slowly digests the excess
capacity amidst a weak recovery.
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UnicView Value Proposition

Our Enterprise Viewpoint
Every day, you face decisions about how to improve the performance of your enterprise.
UnicView helps you make those decisions with greater confidence by providing researchbased insights and advice.
Our insights and advice extend far beyond the delivery of your market research data. We
view each challenge or opportunity you face within the broader context of your entire
enterprise, your competitive landscape, and your overarching goals.
The right market research partner— not only the name that lends integrity to your data
but the power to bring it to life — can provide the competitive advantage you need in an
ever-commoditizing landscape. UnicView is this type of partner.

We are focusing on consumers &
products study

About UnicView

Founded in 2004, UnicView is a full service research
Market Entry
firm focusing on ad-hoc market research. Our main
Post-Product Launch
Anthropologic
al observation
research industry are fast moving consumer goods, IT
Brain
storm/group
U&A
and communication technology, automotive, financial
discussion
Consumer
Speedily
segmentation
screening
industry.
Competition
Product tracking after
performance
launch
The business of UnicView includes the following
Fit enterprise/brand market
Evaluate & diagnose
effect
entry, product innovation
four major research areas: consumer needs and market marketing
Product experience
and business management
assessment
segmentation, products, concepts and packaging
process
research, brand and advertising research, customer
Concept test
Product Launch
Product test
satisfaction and loyalty research.
Initiate
Package test
We are not only focusing on the consumers, but also
Concept
Function configuration test Conjoint, Kano)
and
will deeply understand the industry & trade and the
Product UI/UE test
Combination model
Product
Product name test(Q2)
simulation
Price test(PSM、BPTO、PE)
macro economic & social environment as well.
performance(Conjo
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Generate new
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combination
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potential
opportunity
Of innovation
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